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Abstrat
In 1917, Johann Radon introdued the Radon transform [33℄ whih is used in 1963 by Allan
MaLeod Cormak for appliation in the ontext of tomographi image reonstrution. He pro-
posed to reonstrut the spatial variation of the material density of the body from X-Ray images
(radiographies) for dierent diretions; He implemented this method and made a test for a proto-
type Computarized Tomography (CT) sanner [3℄. Independently, Godfrey Newbold Hounseld
derived an algorithm and built the rst medial CT sanner. This was a great ahievement for
the twentieth entury, beause one an see inside an objet without opening it up; Cormak and
Hounseld won the Nobel Prize of Mediine in 1979 for the development of omputer assisted
tomography.
Basially the idea of the X-ray CT is to get an image of the interior struture of an objet by
X-raying the objet from many dierent diretions. X rays go in straight lines inside the body and
its energy is attenuated more and less depending on the density of the matter in his trajetory. So
the simplest model relating the log ratio (ln I/I0) of the observed energy I with emitted energy
I0 to the spatial spatial distribution f of the body is a line integral. The mathematial problem
is then estimating a multivariate funtion f from its line integrals.
Four year before Cormak's idea, Abe Sklar introdued another theory in the ontext of Statistis
alled opula. He gave the theorem whih now bears his name [35℄. Suintly stated, opulas
are funtions that link multivariate distributions to theirs univariate marginal funtions.
One of the problems arising in Statistis is the reonstrution of joint distribution funtion from its
given marginal funtions. It appeared that opulas aptivated all dependene struture onerning
the marginal funtions and oer a wide range of parametri family model whih ould be used as
a model for the joint distribution funtion. This problem is the same as in Tomography, beause
a marginal density is obtained from a line integral of its joint distribution. The analogy is then
that the joint density f has to be reonstruted from its marginals who are obtained by their
integration over lines.
To ahieve our goal based on the mathematial aspets of tomography in imaging sienes using
opulas, we give some prerequisites about opulas and tomography. In the partiular ase of only
given horizontal and vertial projetions orresponding to a given two marginal funtions, we link
the theory of opula to tomography via the Radon transform and Sklar's theorem. Let us note
that determining the density funtions (or the objet) from two projetions is an ill-posed inverse
problem.
Finally, to simulate an image reonstrution we use some members of opulas families (Arhimedean,
Ellipti) already in widespread use. We have also written a pakage so alled opula-tomography
to handle all those opulas and allow users to simulate a tomographi image reonstrution
through opulas. Some preliminary results for a few number of projetions are promising.
i
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1Introdution
The word opula originates from the Latin meaning link, hain; union. In statistial liter-
ature, aording to the seminal result in the opula's theory stated by Abe Sklar [35℄ in 1959;
a opula is a funtion that onnets a multivariate distribution funtion to its given univariate
marginal distributions.
The main point of our report, is bridging the gap between the theory of opula and tomography.
We onsider the inverse problem whih is the reonstrution in Computed Tomography (CT)
of an objet using the Radon transform from only two horizontal and vertial projetions. This
problem of reonstrution is similar, in the statistial point of view, when it is known or assumed
to know the distributions of eah random variables but not their joint distribution funtion, or
their opula density.
There is an inreasing interest onerning opulas, widely used in Finanial Mathematis [23℄, in
modelling of Environmental Data [20℄. Reently, in Computational Biology, opulas are used for
the reonstrution of aurate ellular networks [18℄. Copula appeared to be a new powerful tool
to model the struture of dependene. Copulas are useful for onstruting joint distributions,
partiularly with nonnormal random variables.
What are opulas and how they are related and suitable in the modelling proesses of image
reonstrution?
To give more details in order to answer those questions, we organise our report as follows: in
the next hapter, we reall some denitions related to multivariate distribution funtions and we
give the Sklar's theorem, highlighted by some methods to generate a new opula. In the hapter
3, through many illustrations, we show some parametris family of opulas. We dediated the
hapter 4 on operation yielding to disrete opula via bistohasti matries. We expose some well
known statistial methods suh that the Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE), the Inferene
Funtions for Margins (IFM) and the Bayesian estimation, in the hapter 5. And we give also
other methods from literature dealing with the good way to hoose the right opulas. In the
hapter 6, we start by explanation of the basi mathematial model of X-ray tomography. The
top point is disussed in the hapter 7, where we link the theory of opula to tomographi image
reonstrution through the Radon Transform. We fous on the ase of only two given horizontal
and vertial projetions whih orrespond to a given two marginal funtions. This is an ill-posed
inverse problem beause information about the density funtions (or the objet) to reonstrut is
obtained from indiret and limited data.
Andrei Nikolaevih Tikhonov (Russian mathematiian, 1906-1993) said:
1
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For a long time mathematiians felt that ill-posed problems annot desribe
real phenomena and objets. However [...℄ the lass of ill-posed problems
inludes many lassial mathematial problems and, most signifiantly,
that suh problems have important appliations.
For our goal of image reonstrution, some Arhimedean family of opula, the Ellipti lass of
opula in partiular the Gaussian opula and mixture of Gaussian density, are used suessively for
simulation. We present some results we have obtained and a summary of our future work in the
last hapter, also a short desription onerning the opula-tomography pakage in appendix.
2Copula in Statistis
2.1 Multivariate distribution
In this setion, we rst give a short summary of denition and properties of a multivariate
distribution. We will then fous on opula. We extend the notion of inreasing funtion of one
variable to n variables, so alled n-inreasing funtion, then we introdue the Sklar's theorem
and also a method to generate a opula. We assume that our random variables are ontinuous if
neessary.
2.1.1 Joint probability density funtion(pdf)
LetX1, . . . , Xn be n ontinuous random variables
1
all dened on the same probability spae. The
joint probability density funtion (pdf) of X1, . . . , Xn, denoted by f(X1,...,Xn)(x1, . . . , xn),
is the funtion f : Rn → R suh that for any domain D ⊂ Rn in the n-dimensional spae of
the values of the variables X1, . . . , Xn, the probability that a realisation of the set variables falls
inside the domain D is
Prob(X1, X2, . . . , Xn ∈ D) =
∫
D
f(x1, . . . , xn)dx1 . . . dxn. (2.1)
Property 2.1. The two following properties are satised:
• f(x1, . . . , xn) ≥ 0 , ∀(x1, . . . , xn),
•
∫
Rn
f(x1, . . . , xn)dx1 . . . dxn = 1.
2.1.2 Cumulative distribution funtion(df)
The umulative distribution funtion (df) is dened by the formula :
F (x1, . . . , xn) =
∫ x1
−∞
. . .
∫ xn
−∞
f(y1, . . . , yn) dy1 . . . dyn.
1
Conisely a n-dimensional random variables is a funtion from a sample spae S of an experiment into Rn.
3
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There is a relation between the pdf and the df:
f(x1, . . . , xn) =
∂nF (x1, . . . , xn)
∂x1 . . . ∂xn
. (2.2)
2.1.3 Gaussian Mixture(GM) distribution
The Gaussian mixture (GM) model is one of the most used model in statistis and modelling
proess (for lustering, or density estimation). It is dened via a Gaussian (or normal) distribution.
Let X = (X1, . . . , Xn)
T
be a n-dimensional random vetor that is multivariate normally dis-
tributed, then the probability density funtion (pdf) is
f(x | µ,Σ) = 1
(2π)n/2|Σ|1/2 exp
(
−1
2
(x− µ)⊤Σ−1 (x− µ)
)
, (2.3)
where
• µ = [µ1, . . . , µn]T , is the vetor of the mean values µi = E(Xi),
• Σ is the ovariane matrix, a n× n non-singular, positive denite real matrix, with entries
Σij = E
[
(Xi − µi)(Xj − µj)
]
.
When the distribution of X is the multivariate normal distribution, we will use the following
notation:
X ∼ N (µ,Σ).
One ould also derive the umulative distribution funtion (df), whih is simply
Φ(x1, . . . , xn) =
∫ x1
−∞
. . .
∫ xn
−∞
1
(2π)n/2 | Σ |1/2 exp[−
1
2
(y − µ)⊤Σ−1 (y − µ)] dy1 . . . dyn.
(2.4)
In the 2-dimensional ase, the pdf has the form:
f(x1, x2) =
1
2πσx1σx2
√
1− ρ2 exp
( −1
2(1− ρ2)
(
(x1 − µ1)2
σ2x1
+
(x2 − µ2)2
σ2x2
− 2ρ(x1 − µ1)(x2 − µ2)
σx1σx2
))
,
where ρ is the orrelation between x1 and x2, and Σ =
[
σ2x1 ρσx1σx2
ρσx1σx2 σ
2
x2
]
.
For the GM distribution, eah of the K omponents Xk, is suh that Xk ∼ N (µk,Σk), with the
probabilisti omponent weights αk. Therefore, the GM pdf has the following form in the ase
of disrete variables (hange the sum to an integral for ontinuous variables):
f (x) =
K∑
k=1
αkN (µk,Σk), (2.5)
where 0 ≤ αk ≤ 1 ,
K∑
k=1
αk = 1, and x = (x1, . . . , xn).
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2.1.4 t-distribution
The t−distribution (or the Student's t-distribution) with ν degrees of freedom has the probability
density funtion :
f(t) =
1√
ν B(ν
2
, 1
2
)
(
1 +
t2
ν
)− ν+1
2
, (2.6)
where B(α, β) is the beta funtion whih is dened as.
B(p, q) =
∫ 1
0
xp−1(1− x)q−1dx
for any real numbers p, q > 0. We will denote X ∼ t(ν). We ould also write the beta funtion
in term of the gamma funtion,
Γ(z) =
∫ ∞
0
e−ttz−1 dt
for z ∈ C with ℜ(z) > 0, and by analyti ontinuation for the rest of the omplex plane, exept
for the non-positive integers, where it has simple poles. Another equivalent denition is
Γ(z) =
e−γz
z
∞∏
n=1
(
1 +
z
n
)−1
ez/n,
where γ is Euler's onstant.
Property 2.2. Remind about properties of the beta and gamma funtions:
B(p, q) =
Γ(p)Γ(q)
Γ(p+ q)
for all omplex numbers p and q for whih the right-hand side is dened.
Also B(p, q) = B(q, p) and B
(
1
2
,
1
2
)
= π.
Γ(p) = (p− 1)Γ(p− 1) and for any integer n ≥ 1, Γ(n) = (n− 1)!
See [16℄ for more details.
Therefore, the probability density funtion of the Student's t-distribution is :
f(x) =
Γ(ν+1
2
)√
νπ Γ(ν
2
)
(
1 +
x2
ν
)−( ν+1
2
)
. (2.7)
Property 2.3. We reall some useful properties of the t-distribution:
• t(1) = Cauchy(0, 1), the Cauhy distribution with parameters 0 and 1.
• t(ν) ∼ N (0, 1) when ν −→ ∞.
• If X ∼ t(ν), E [| X |k] exists if and only if k < ν.
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The last property means that, there is no mean for a t−distribution if ν = 1. And for k = 1, that
is ν > 1, E[X ] = 0; then for the ase ν > 2, the variane of X is equal to ν
ν−2
. If X1, . . . , Xn
are random samples from a normal distribution with mean µ and variane σ2. If we denote µ, σ2
respetively the sample mean µ = 1
n
n∑
k=1
xi and the sample variane σ
2 = 1
n
n∑
k=1
(xi − µ)2, then
µ− µ
σ
√
ν ∼ t(ν − 1). (2.8)
One an dene the multivariate t-distribution. Let X be a vetor of n variate t-distribution with
ν degrees of freedom and mean vetor µ, aording to the previous property in the univariate
ase, we set the mean µ > 1 and the degree of freedom ν > 2, therefore the ovariane matrix
is
ν
ν−2
Σ.
Hene X takes the following form
X = µ+
√
ν√
S
Z
where Z ∼ N (0,Σ) and S is distributed independently of Z and has a χ2ν distribution, then the
multivariate t-distribution is given by
f(x) =
Γ
(
ν+n
2
)
(νπ)n/2
Γ
(ν
2
)
| Σ |−1/2
(
1 +
1
ν
(x− µ)⊤ Σ−1 (x− µ)
)−( ν+n
2
)
. (2.9)
From the graphs below with ν = 2, ν = 20, we ould learly see that as ν inreases, asymptotially
the t− distribution reahes the standard normal distribution.
−5 −4 −3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3 4 5
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
For ν =2
 
 
t−distribution
N(0,1)
−5 −4 −3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3 4 5
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
ν = 20
 
 
t−distribution
N(0, 1)
2.1.5 n-dimensional marginal distribution
Denition 2.4. Let {Xi : i ∈ I} be a set of random variables suh that the subset I ⊂
{1, 2, . . . , n} . If we denote F (x1, . . . , xn) the joint df dened on R n. The marginal distri-
bution F{Xi:i∈I}, is obtained by summing (for disrete variables)
F{Xi:i∈I} (xi) ≡ Fi (xi) =
∑
{xi:i/∈I}
FX1,...,Xn (x1, . . . , xn) ,
or integrating (for ontinuous variables)
F{Xi:i∈I} (xi) ≡ Fi (xi) =
∫
{xi:i/∈I}
FX1,...,Xn(u1, . . . , un)
∏
{ui:i/∈I}
dui
over all values of the other variables.
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Remark F1(x1) = F (x1,∞) and F2(x2) = F (∞, x2), for ontinuous bivariate distribution.
Φ(x1, x2) with marginal df's Gaussian pdf with marginal pdf's
GM df with marginal df's GM pdf with marginal pdf's
Gaussian pdf mesh plot GM pdf mesh plot
2.2 Sklar's Theorem
2.2.1 Multivariate Copula
A n−opula (or opula) is a multivariate joint distribution dened on the n-dimensional unit ube
[0, 1]n suh that every marginal distribution is uniform on the interval [0, 1] .
Denition 2.5. A multivariate opula, or a n−opula denoted by C, is a funtion from [0, 1]n
to [0, 1] with the following properties :
1. ∀u = (u1, . . . , un) ∈ [0, 1]n,
• C(u1, . . . , un) = 0, if at least one omponent of u is equal to zero ,
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2. ∀u = (u1, . . . , un) ∈ [0, 1]n,
• C(1, . . . , 1, ui, 1, . . . , 1) = ui, if all omponents of u are equal to 1 exept ui ;
3. ∀(u(1)1 , . . . , u(1)n ) ∈ [0, 1]n, and ∀(u(2)1 , . . . , u(2)n ) ∈ [0, 1]n suh that u(1)i ≤ u(2)i ∀j
•
2∑
i1=1
· · ·
2∑
in=1
(−1)
n∑
j=1
ij
C(u
(i1)
1 , . . . , u
(in)
n ) ≥ 0.
The last property below is a n dimensional analogue version of an univariate inreasing funtion.
Therefore any opula C(u1, . . . , un) is n− inreasing funtion. We an also express this idea in
the following way.
2.2.2 C-Volume
Let a = (a1, a2, . . . , an) and b = (b1, b2, . . . , bn). An n-Box, denoted by B is the Cartesian
produt [a1, b1]× [a2, b2]× . . . [an, bn]. Let also denote by  = (c1, c2, . . . , cn) the verties of B,
i.e. ck is equal to ak or bk, and a ≤ b be equivalent to ak ≤ bk ∀ k.
Denition 2.6. Let S1, S2, . . . , Sn be nonempty subsets of R, and C an n−plae real
funtion
2
suh that DomC = S1×S2, . . . , Sn. Let B = [a,b] be an n−box suh that all of its
verties are in DomC. Then the C−volume of B is given by
VC(B) =
∑
∈B
sgn()C(), (2.10)
where
sgn() =
{
1, if ck = ak for an even number of k
′
s
−1, if ck = ak for an odd number of k′s.
We an also express, the C−volume of an n−box B in the term of the nth order dierene of
C on B
VC(B) = ∆
b
a
C(t) = ∆bnan∆
bn−1
an−1
. . .∆b2a2∆
b1
a1
C(t),
where the n rst order dierene of C is
∆bk
ak
C(t) = C (t1, . . . , tk−1, bk, tk+1, . . . , tn)− C (t1, . . . , tk−1, ak, tk+1, . . . , tn) .
Denition 2.7. C is an n-inreasing funtion if the C−volume of B, VC(B) ≥ 0.
A opula C indues a probability measure on [0, 1]n via VC([0, 1]×[0, 1] . . . [0, 1]) = C(u1, . . . , un)
(Carathéodory's theorem (measure theory)) see [34℄. As onsequene of denition 2.7, any opula
C satises the following inequality (see [30℄).
2
funtion whose domain, DomC, is a subset of R n and whose range, RanC, is a subset of R.
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Theorem 2.8. Let C be an n-opula. Then for every u = (u1, . . . , un) and v = (v1, . . . , vn) in
[0, 1]n ,
|C(u)− C(v)| ≤
n∑
k=0
|uk − vk|.
Therefore C is uniformly ontinuous on [0, 1]n .
2.2.3 Bivariate Copula
A bivariate opula, or shortly a opula is a funtion from [0, 1]2 to [0, 1]
Property 2.9. with the following properties from the previous with n = 2.
1. ∀u, v ∈ [0, 1] , C(u, 0) = 0 = C(0, v);
2. ∀u, v ∈ [0, 1] , C(u, 1) = u and C(1, v) = v;
3. ∀u1, u2, v1, v2 ∈ [0, 1] suh that u1 ≤ u2 and v1 ≤ v2,
VC ([u1, u2]× [v1, v2]) = C(u2, v2)− C(u2, v1)− C(u1, v2) + C(u1, v1) ≥ 0.
To show the last property in the bivariate ase, one have to set u
(i)
1 = ui and u
(i)
2 = vi, i ∈
{1, 2} in the last property for the above multivariate ase. And to make sure that this relation is
the generalisation of the denition of an inreasing univariate funtion, one an set for example
v1 = 0 and v2 = 1.
2.2.4 Sklar's Theorem
The Sklar's theorem watertight the theory of opula. The proof of the 2-dimensional ase an
be found in [35℄. We refer to [36℄, for the proof of the n− dimensional version of this theorem.
It is the most important result onerning opulas and widely used in all appliations.
Theorem 2.10. (Sklar's Theorem)
Let F be a two-dimensional umulative distribution funtion with marginal distributions funtions
F1 and F2. Then there exists a opula C suh that:
F (x1, x2) = C(F1(x1), F2(x2)). (2.11)
Furthermore, if the marginal funtions are ontinuous, then the opula C is unique, and is given
by
C(u1, u2) = F (F
−1
1 (u1), F
−1
2 (u2)). (2.12)
Otherwise, if F1 or F2 is disontinuous, then C is uniquely determined on RanF1 × RanF2.
Conversely, for any univariate distribution funtions F1 and F2 and any opula C, the funtion
F is a two-dimensional distribution funtion with marginals F1 and F2, given by (2.11).
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Along this report, relation (2.12) appeared to be very useful in pratie.
Theorem 2.11. (n-dimensional Sklar's Theorem)
Let F be a joint distribution funtion with marginals umulative distribution funtions F1, . . . , Fn.
Then there exists a opula C suh that for all x1, . . . , xn
F (x1, . . . , xn) = C(F1(x1), . . . , Fd(xn)). (2.13)
Furthermore, if F1, . . . , Fn are ontinuous funtions, then the opula C is unique and for all
(u1, . . . , un) ∈ [0, 1]n ,
C(u1, . . . , un) = F (F
−1
1 (u1), . . . , F
−1
n (un)). (2.14)
Otherwise, if there is at least one marginal disontinuous, then C is uniquely determined on
RanF1 × · · · × RanFn. Conversely, suppose C is a opula and that F1(u1), . . . , Fn(un) are
the univariate umulative distribution funtions. The funtion F dened as follows:
F (x1, . . . , xn) = C(F1(x1), . . . , Fd(xn)) (2.15)
is a joint distribution funtion with marginals umulative distribution funtions F1(u1),. . . ,Fn(un).
From the Sklar's Theorem, one an understand already why opula an be seen as a powerfull
tools in modelling dependenes of several random variables.
2.2.5 Copula Density
From (2.2) and dierentiating (2.14) gives the density of a opula
c(u1, . . . , un) =
∂nC
∂u1 . . . ∂un
=
f
[
F−11 (u1), . . . , F
−1
n (un)
]
n∏
i=1
fi
[
F−1i (ui)
] , (2.16)
where f is the joint probability density funtion of the df F and eah fi is the marginal density
funtions of the marginal df Fi.
The pdf ould be expressed as :
f
[
F−11 (u1), . . . , F
−1
n (un)
]
= c(u1, . . . , un)
n∏
i=1
fi
[
F−1i (ui)
]
,
Equivalently, sine xi = F
−1
i (ui) −→ ui = Fi(xi), it follows that
f (x1, . . . , xn) = c (F1(x1), . . . , Fn(xn))
n∏
i=1
fi (xi) . (2.17)
Equation (2.17) is entral to attend the goal of this report.
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2.3 Generating Copulas by the Inversion Method
Given X1 and X2 two random variables. F (x1, x2) a joint distribution funtion and its margins
F1(x1) and F2(x2), all assumed to be ontinuous. The orresponding opula an be onstruted
using the unique inverse transformations (Quantile transform) X1 = F
−1
1 (U1), X2 = F
−1
2 (U2),
where U1, and U2 are uniformly distributed on [0, 1].
This method based diretly on Sklar's theorem, generates a opula from the following equation
C(u1, u2) = F (F
−1
1 (u1), F
−1
2 (u2)) = F (x1, x2), where u1, u2 are uniform on [0, 1] . (2.18)
Now let us give an example to illustrate, how to onstrut a parametri family of opula using
inversion method.
Starting with the joint distribution funtion:
Fα(x1, x2) =
[
(1 + e−x1 + e−x2 + (1− α)e−x1−x2]−1 for x1, x2 ∈ R.
By taking limit when x2 and x1 goes to innity suessively in the above expression leads to the
marginal distribution funtions, whih are
F1(x1) = Fα(x1,∞) = (1 + e−x1)−1
and
F2(x2) = Fα(∞, x2) = (1 + e−x2)−1.
Simple algebra gives us the inverse transformations
x1 = F
−1
1 (u1) = ln
(
u1
1− u1
)
,
and
x2 = F
−1
2 (u2) = ln
(
u2
1− u2
)
.
Finally after substituting in (2.18) yields to:
C(u1, u2) =
[
1 +
1− u1
u1
+
1− u2
u2
+ (1− α)(1− u1)(1− u2)
u1u2
]−1
,
C(u1, u2) =
[
1− α(1− u1)(1− u2)
u1u2
]−1
,
C(u1, u2) =
u1u2
1− α(1− u1)(1− u2) where α ∈ [−1, 1) . (2.19)
The opula (2.19) we have onstruted is known as the Ali-Mikhail-Haq opula. It was introdued
in 1978, see Ali et al.[1℄.
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Remark Constrution of new families of opulas by dierent other existing methods (algebrai
or geometri) is an important domain of researh. For example as a tool of onstruting a new
opula, the geometri method takes aount only of the denition of opula, without using any
given distribution funtion. In order that the third property (see Denition 2.7) about opula
holds, prior knowledge about the geometri representation is used. Those informations ould be
the support of the funtion, the graphial shape of its dierent setions (horizontal, vertial or
diagonal).
3Some Families of Copulas
There are many opulas and eah of them has a spei property. In this setion, we list few of
the widely used families. We will end by denition of disrete opula assoiated to a bistohasti
matrix, and some statistial methods followed by disussion on the way to hoose the right opula.
Some graphial representations of opulas are listed in Appendix B.
3.1 Usual Copulas
The produt opula (or independent opula) is the simplest opula, has the form
Π(u1, . . . , un) = u1 . . . un for all ui ∈ [0, 1] ,
orresponds to independene, therefore it is important as a benhmark.
The Fréhet-Hoeding upper bound opula (or omonotoniity opula) is :
M(u1, . . . , un) = min {u1, . . . , un} for all ui ∈ [0, 1] .
And the Fréhet-Hoeding lower bound (or ountermonotoniity opula) :
W (u1, . . . , un) = max
{
1− n+
n∑
i=1
ui, 0
}
for all ui ∈ [0, 1] .
One an easily hek that all properties about opula are satised by W , Π and M.
Property 3.1. Any opula C(u1, . . . , un), satised the inequality alled the Fréhet-Hoeding
bound inequality
W (u1, . . . , un) ≤ C(u1, . . . , un) ≤M(u1, . . . , un).
Remark The upper bound is a opula for any value of n and the lower bound is a opula for
n = 2. For n > 2 the lower bound may be a opula under some ondition given in Theorem 3.6
from the book [21℄.
13
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Lower bound 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3.2 Arhimedean Copulas
The Arhimedean opulas is one of the important lasses of opulas whih has many appliations.
More details about this setion an be found in [30℄ page 89.
Denition 3.2. Let ϕ be a ontinuous, stritly dereasing funtion from [0, 1] to [0,∞] suh
that ϕ(1) = 0. The pseudo-inverse of ϕ is the funtion ϕ[−1] with Domϕ[−1] = [0,∞] and
Ranϕ[−1] = [0, 1] given by
ϕ[−1] =
{
ϕ−1(t) 0 ≤ t ≤ ϕ(0),
0 ϕ(0) ≤ t ≤ ∞.
Note that ϕ[−1] is ontinuous and dereasing on [0,∞], and stritly dereasing on [0, ϕ(0)] .
Furthermore, ϕ[−1] (ϕ(u1)) = u1 on [0, 1] , and
ϕ
(
ϕ[−1]
)
=
{
t 0 ≤ t ≤ ϕ(0),
ϕ(0) ϕ(0) ≤ t ≤ ∞.
= min (t, ϕ(0)) . (3.1)
Finally, if ϕ(0) =∞, then ϕ[−1] = ϕ−1.
Theorem 3.3. Let ϕ be a ontinuous, stritly dereasing funtion from [0, 1] to [0,∞] suh that
ϕ(1) = 0, and let ϕ[−1] be the pseudo-inverse of ϕ. Let C be the funtion from [0, 1]2 to [0, 1]
given by
C(u1, u2) = ϕ
[−1] (ϕ(u1) + ϕ(u2)) . (3.2)
Then C is a opula if and only if ϕ is onvex.
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Arhimedean opulas are in the form (3.2) and the funtion ϕ is alled the generator of the
opula. ϕ is a strit generator if ϕ(0) =∞, then ϕ[−1] = ϕ−1 and the relation
C(u1, u2) = ϕ
−1 (ϕ(u1) + ϕ(u2))
gives a strit Arhimedean opula.
Property 3.4. The following algebrai properties are satised by any Arhimedean opula C,
those properties distinguish this lass of opula from all other opula.
1. C(u1, u2) = C(u2, u1) meaning that C is symmetri ∀ u1, u2 ∈ [0, 1] ;
2. C is assoiative ∀ u1, u2, u3 ∈ [0, 1] i.e. C(C(u1, u2), u3) = C(u1, C(u2, u3));
3. If a > 0 is any onstant then aϕ is again a generator of C.
From the relation (3.2), we learly see that all information about the dependene struture of the
multivariate opula is redued only to the study of the univariate generator ϕ. This harateristi
of the Arhimedean family made them more attrative.
The following theorem gives a tehnique to nd a generator of an Arhimedean opula.
Theorem 3.5. Let C be an Arhimedean opula with generator ϕ in Ω. Then for almost all u1
and u2 in [0, 1],
ϕ
′
(u1)
∂C(u1, u2)
∂u2
= ϕ
′
(u2)
∂C(u1, u2)
∂u1
. (3.3)
Denition 3.6. If F (x1, x2, · · · , xn), and Fi(xi) denoted respetively the multivariate distribu-
tion and its marginal funtions, one partiularly simple form of a n−dimensional Arhimedean
is
F (x1, x2, · · · , xn) = ϕ−1
(
n∑
i=1
ϕ(Fi(xi))
)
,
where ϕ is the generator funtion suh that ϕ(1) = 0, ϕ(0) = ∞; and satises the onvexity
properties ϕ
′
(x) < 0, ϕ
′′
(x) > 0.
One easy way to ompute the bivariate opula density funtion c(u1, u2) of the opula C(u1, u2),
using the generator funtion ϕ under some onditions is given by:
c(u1, u2) = −ϕ
′′
(C(u1, u2))ϕ
′
(u1)ϕ
′
(u2)
[ϕ′(C(u1, u2))]
3 . (3.4)
Remark Other rigorous mathematis way to dene the Arhimedean opula is related to the
Laplae transform (for details and beauty of this method, we refer to [27℄).
Let Λ be a distribution funtion with support R+ and ϕ its Laplae transform,
ϕ(t) =
∫ ∞
0
exp(−tx) Λ(dx),
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ϕ is stritly nondereasing funtion, ϕ(0) = 1, ϕ(+∞) = 0, then the following relation dene a
opula
C(u1, . . . , un) = ϕ
(
n∑
i=1
ϕ−1i (ui))
)
.
3.2.1 Independent opula
For all u1, u2 ∈ [0, 1] , Π(u1, u2) = u1u2, with the generator ϕ(x) = − ln(x). And its opula
density is identially equal to one.
3.2.2 Gumbel opula
This opula was originally studied by Gumbel in 1960 ( see [14℄)
Cα(u1, u2) = exp
(
− [(− ln u1)α + (− ln u2)α]
1
α
)
,
with the generator ϕ(x) = (− ln(x))α and α ∈ [1,∞) .
And the density has the following form:
cα(u1, u2) =
(− ln u1)−1+α [−1 + α + (− ln u1)α + (− ln u2)α]
1
α [(− ln u1)α + (− ln u2)α]−2+
1
α (− lnu2)−1+α
× 1
exp {(− ln u1)α + (− lnu2)α}1/α u1u2
.
3.2.3 Clayton opula
The following opula family was disussed in 1978 by Clayton [5℄ :
Cα(u1, u2) = max
([
u−α1 + u
−α
2 − 1
]−1
α , 0
)
, α ∈ [−1,∞) {0} .
The generator is ϕ(t) = 1
α
(t−α − 1).
We ompute its density whih is given by:
cα(u1, u2) = (1 + α)u
−1−α
1 u
−1−α
2
(−1 + u−α1 + u−α2 )−2− 1α .
For α = 0 the random variables are statistial independent, sine C0(u1, u2) = Π.
But for large value of α, we have C∞(u1, u2) = M and the limiting ase α = −1, yields to
C(u1, u2) = W.
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3.2.4 Ali-Mikhail-Haq opula
Ali-Mikhail-Haq family:
Cα(u1, u2) =
u1u2
1− α(1− u1)(1− u2) , α ∈ [−1, 1) ,
and the generator funtion is ϕ(x) = ln(1−α(1−x)
x
). Its density is given by :
cα(u1, u2) =
−1 + α2 (−1 + u1 + u2 − u1u2)− α (−2 + u1 + u2 + u1u2)
[−1 + α (−1 + u1) (−1 + u2)]3
.
3.2.5 Frank opula
Frank opula has the following form (see [9℄):
Cα(u1, u2) = − 1
α
ln
(
1
1− e−α
[
(1− e−α)− (1− e−αu1)(1− e−αu2)]) ,
where α 6= 0 and the generator is ϕ(x) = ln (eαx−1
eα−1
)
.
Its density is
cα(u1, u2) =
α exp [α (1 + u1 + u2)] [−1 + exp(α)]
{exp(α)− exp [α(1 + u1)]− exp [α(1 + u2)] + exp [α(u1 + u2)]}2
.
3.2.6 Joe Copula
Joe opula [19℄ has the form of
Cα(u1, u2) = 1− [(1− u1)α + (1− u2)α − (1− u1)α (1− u2)α]
1
α , whereα ∈ [1,∞) ,
and the generator funtion is ϕ(x) = − ln(1− (1− x)α).
Its orresponding density is :
cα(u1, u2) = (1− u1)−1+α {α− [−1 + (1− u1)α] [−1 + (1− u2)α]}
× [(1− u1)α + (1− u2)α − (1− u1)α (1− u2)α]−2+
1
α (1− u2)−1+α .
3.3 The Farlie-Gumbel-Morgenstern family
Farlie-Gumbel-Morgenstern (shortly FGM) opula was introdued in the basi funtional follow-
ing form by Eyraud [8℄ in 1938 and it was also disussed by Morgenstern [29℄ in 1956 :
Cα(u1, u2) = u1u2 (1 + α(1− u1)(1− u2)) , where − 1 ≤ α ≤ 1.
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For α 6= 0, the FGM opula felt to be assoiative, then this family is not an Arhimedean opula.
One an hek, for example
Cα
(
1
4
, Cα(
1
2
,
1
3
)
)
6= Cα
(
Cα(
1
4
,
1
2
),
1
3
)
.
FGM opula ould be seen as a perturbation of the produt opula, beause the speial ase
α = 0, leads to Π the only Arhimedean member.
Its density is given by
cα(u1, u2) = 1 + α(1− 2u1)(1− 2u2).
3.4 Copula with ubi setion
Copula with ubi setion
1
is dened by Nelsen [30℄ and has the form:
Cα,β(u1, u2) = u1u2 + u1u2(1− u1)(1− u2) [β + α(1− 2u1)(1− 2u2)] ,
where α, β are real onstants suh that α ∈ [−1, 2] and satisfy the onditions
| β |6 α + 1 for α ∈ [−1, 1/2] , and | β |6 (6α− 3α2) 12 for α ∈ [1/2, 2] .
In order to have a nie representation, we onsider the simple ase where β = 0,
Cα(u1, u2) = u1u2 + αu1u2(1− u1)(1− u2)(1− 2u1)(1− 2u2).
Its density is given by
cα(u1, u2) = 1 + α(1− 6u1 + 6u21)(1− 6u2 + 6u22).
3.5 Elliptial opulas
Elliptial opulas are the opula of elliptial distributions. We onsider the examples of Gaussian
distribution and t-distribution.
3.5.1 Gaussian Copula
The multivariate Gaussian opula is the opula of n-dimensional random vetor that is
multivariate normally distributed. This opula was proposed in 1983 by Lee [25℄
Cρ(u1, · · · , un) = ΦΣ
(
Φ−1(u1), · · · ,Φ−1(un)
)
, (3.5)
1
meaning that for given u1 the funtion C(u1, u2) is ubi in u1 and vie versa.
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where ΦΣ is the multivariate df (2.4) and
Φ(x) =
∫ x
−∞
1
(2π)1/2
exp
(
−1
2
t2
)
dt (3.6)
The bivariate Gaussian opula with the ovariane matrix.
Σ =
(
1 ρ
ρ 1
)
with Pearson's produt-moment orrelation oeient ρ, therefore we have expliitly
Cρ(u1, u2) =
∫ Φ−1(u1)
−∞
∫ Φ−1(u2)
−∞
1
2π
√
1− ρ2 exp
{−(x2 − 2ρxy + y2)
2(1− ρ2)
}
dx dy. (3.7)
The limits ases ρ = −1, 0, 1 orrespond respetively to the W (u1, u2) , Π(u1, u2) andM(u1, u2)
opulas. Let us show the easy ase ρ = 0.
Cρ(u1, u2) =
∫ Φ−1(u1)
−∞
∫ Φ−1(u2)
−∞
1
2π
exp
{−x2 − y2
2
}
dx dy
=
1√
2π
∫ Φ−1(u1)
−∞
exp
{−x2
2
}
dx
1√
2π
∫ Φ−1(u2)
−∞
exp
{−y2
2
}
dy
= Φ
(
Φ−1(u1)
)
Φ
(
Φ−1(u1)
)
= u1u2 = Π(u1, u2).
In the multivariate ase, from (2.16) the multivariate Gaussian opula density is
cρ(u1, . . . , un) = |Σ|− 12 exp
{
1
2
Ψ⊤
(
In −Σ−1
)
Ψ
}
,
where Ψ = (Φ−1(u1), . . . ,Φ
−1(un))
⊤
and In is an n× n identity matrix.
The density in the espeial ase of a bivariate normal opula has the form
cρ(u1, u2) =
1√
1− ρ2 exp(
[Φ−1(u1)]
2 + [Φ−1(u2)]
2
2
) exp
(
2ρΦ−1(u1)Φ
−1(u2)− [Φ−1(u1)]2 − [Φ−1(u2)]2
2(1− ρ2)
)
3.5.2 t-opula
The multivariate Student opula or t-opula with two parameters ρ and ν is also induted in
the elliptial family opula, it is dened through the multivariate t-distribution as
Cρ,ν(u1, . . . , un) = tΣ,ν
(
t−1ν (u1), . . . , t
−1
ν (un)
)
(3.8)
where
tν(x) =
∫ x
−∞
Γ(ν+1
2
)√
νπ Γ(ν
2
)
(
1 +
t2
ν
)−( ν+1
2
)
dt
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tΣ,ν(x1, . . . , xn) =
∫ x1
−∞
. . .
∫ xn
−∞
Γ(ν+n
2
)
(νπ)n/2 Γ(ν
2
)
(
1 +
y⊤Σy
ν
)−( ν+n
2
)
dy1 . . . dyn. (3.9)
In the bivariate ase,
Cρ(u1, u2) =
∫ t−1ν (u1)
−∞
∫ t−1ν (u2)
−∞
1
2π
√
1− ρ2 exp
{
1 +
x21 − 2ρx1x2 + x22
ν(1− ρ2)
}−( ν+2
2
)
dx1 dx2.
The orresponding multivariate t-opula density is given by
cρ,ν(u1, . . . , u2) =
Γ(ν+n
2
)
(νπ)n/2 Γ(ν
2
)
(
1 +
Y ⊤ΣY
ν
)−( ν+n
2
)
whereY =
(
t−1ν (u1), . . . , t
−1
ν (un)
)⊤
.
For ν < 3, the variane does not exist and for ν < 5, the fourth moment does not exist.
As ν →∞, the t-opula Cρ,ν(u1, . . . , u2) is asymptotially equal to the Gaussian opula Cρ(u1, · · · , un).
3.5.3 Advantages of opula in Modelling
Copulas provide greater exibility in that they allow us a muh wider range of possible dependene
strutures. Imagine we have a set of marginals of a given type (e.g., normal). The lassial
representation only allows us one possible type of dependene struture, a multivariate version of
the orresponding univariate distribution (e.g., a multivariate normal, if our marginals are normal).
However, opulas still allow us the same dependene struture if we wish to apply it (i.e., through
a Gaussian opula), but also allow us a great range of additional dependene strutures (e.g.,
through Arhimedean opulas). These advantages imply that opulas provide a superior approah
to the modelling of multivariate statistial problems.
4Copula And Algebra
Here we present a relation between opula and matries operations. For more disussion and
rigorous proof about this setion, we refer to [6℄.
4.1 The *-produt Of Copulas
The notion of ∗ produt of opula was introdued by Darsow et al. in the ontext of Markov
proesses.
Let C = C(u, v) be a opula and D1C =
∂C
∂u
, D2C =
∂C
∂v
are two-rst order partial derivatives.
Denition 4.1. Let C1 and C2 be two opulas and dene the ∗−produt of C1 and C2 as:
C1 ∗ C2 : [0, 1]2 −→ [0, 1]
(u, v) 7−→ (C1 ∗ C2) (u, v) =
∫ 1
0
D2C1(u, t).D1C2(t, v)dt
Theorem 4.2. Given C1, C2 two opulas, the produt C1 ∗ C2 is a opula.
Proof. The two rst properties about opulas are obvious sine, it sues to apply the denition
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of the produt of opula. To prove the third property, we ompute :
V(C1∗C2) ([u1, u2]× [v1, v2]) = {(C1 ∗ C2) (u2, v2)− (C1 ∗ C2) (u2, v1)}
− {(C1 ∗ C2) (u1, v2)− (C1 ∗ C2) (u1, v1)}
=
∫ 1
0
(D2C1(u2, t).D1C2(t, v2)−D2C1(u2, t).D1C2(t, v1)) dt
−
∫ 1
0
(D2C1(u1, t).D1C2(t, v2)−D2C1(u1, t).D1C2(t, v1)) dt
=
∫ 1
0
D2C1(u2, t) (D1C2(t, v2)−D1C2(t, v1)) dt
−
∫ 1
0
D2C1(u1, t) (D1C2(t, v2)−D1C2(t, v1)) dt
=
∫ 1
0
[(D1C2(t, v2)−D1C2(t, v1))] [D2C1(u2, t)−D2C1(u1, t)] dt
=
∫ 1
0
[D1 (C2(t, v2)− C2(t, v1))] [D2 (C1(u2, t)− C1(u1, t))] dt,
sine (C2(t, v2)− C2(t, v1)) and (C1(u2, t)− C1(u1, t)) are both positive, we dedue that
VC1∗C2 ([u1, u2]× [v1, v2]) ≥ 0,
meaning that the (C1 ∗ C2)−volume of the retangle [u1, u2]× [v1, v2] is positive.
Remark For any opula C,
• Π ∗ C = C ∗ Π = Π, whih means that the opula Π is the null element
• M ∗ C = C ∗M = C, meaning that opula M is the identity element
• the ∗ produt is an assoiative operation,
• the ∗ produt of opula is not ommutative (for example W ∗ C 6= C ∗W ).
This binary operation ould be seen as a ontinuous analog of matrix multipliation. We have
also W ∗W = M.
4.2 Disrete Copulas and bistohasti matries
In this part we give only basi denition, property and proposition of disrete opula. A more
extensive study an be found in [24℄, where Kolesárová et al. have introdued the produt of
disrete opulas and their links to bistohasti matries.
Let us denote the grid of the unit square by In :=
{
0, 1
n
, 2
n
, . . . , n−1
n
, 1
}
.
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Denition 4.3. A funtion Cn,m : In × Im −→ [0, 1] is alled a disrete opula on In × Im if
it satises the following onditions:
For all i ∈ {0, . . . , n} and j ∈ {0, . . . , m}
1. Cn,m
(
i
n
, 0
)
= 0 = Cn,m
(
0, j
m
)
,
2. Cn,m
(
i
n
, 1
)
= i
n
and Cn,m
(
1, j
m
)
= j
m
,
while for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and j ∈ {1, . . . , m}
3. Cn,m
(
i
n
, j
m
)
+ Cn,m
(
i−1
n
, j−1
m
) ≥ Cn,m ( i−1n , jm)+ Cn,m ( in , j−1m ) .
Now fousing on the partiular ase, where n = m and writing Cn,n as Cn.
Property 4.4. A bistohasti matrix is a matrix A = (aij)1≤i≤n;1≤j≤n suh that
for all k ∈ {1, . . . , n} , aij ≥ 0 and
n∑
k=1
aik =
n∑
k=1
akj = 1.
The relation between a bistohasti matrix and the representation of a disrete opula is stated
by the proposition.
Proposition 4.5. For a funtion Cn : In×In −→ [0, 1] the following statements are equivalent:
1. Cn is a disrete opula;
2. there is a bistohasti matrix A = (aij)1≤i≤n;1≤j≤n suh that for i, j ∈ {0, 1, 2 . . . , n} ,
c
(n)
i,j := Cn
(
i
n
,
j
n
)
=
1
n
i∑
k=1
j∑
m=1
akm (4.1)
The disrete opula Cn ould then be rewritten in the term of n× n matrix, with entries given
by (4.1):
Cn =
(
c
(n)
i,j
)
.
Denition 4.6. Let C1n and C
2
n be disrete opulas both dened on In ×In and let A1 and A2
be the n× n bistohasti matries orresponding respetively to them. Then the disrete opula
Cn assoiated to the bistohasti matrix A = A1.A2 is the produt of C
1
n and C
2
n. This produt
is denoted by
Cn = C
1
n ⋆ C
2
n.
For some speial lass of opulas there is a relationship between the ⋆ produt of disrete opulas
and the ∗produt of opulas in the sense of Darsow.
5Copula for Modeling and Parameters
Estimation
Let us onsider, the following statistis problem. Suppose that we have for example the following
set samples {xi1, xi2} for i = 1, . . . , T . And we want to hoose the opula whih ts them. We
expose here some of the statistial methods used in that ase. First we onsider the ase where
we have seleted a joint probability density funtion depending on parameters θ and we want to
estimate these parameters. We expose these methods : MLE, IFM and Bayesian approah. Then
we onsider the problem of model seletion where we want to selet between a few opulas the
one whih ts the best data in the sense to be speied and revise dierent riteria whih have
been proposed for this.
5.1 Maximum Likelihood Estimation(MLE)
The Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) is a statistial method used for tting a mathematial
model to some data. Modeling real world data by estimating maximum likelihood oers a way of
tuning the free parameters θ of the model to provide a good t. Commonly, one assumes that
the data drawn from a partiular distribution are independent, identially distributed (iid) with
unknown parameters. This onsiderably simplies the problem beause the likelihood an then
be written as a produt of n univariate probability densities. From (2.17), if we suppose that the
opula, the marginal funtions and the densities funtions dependent on the parameter θ ( whih
ould be a vetor of parameters).
• The likelihood L(θ) is written as :
L(θ) =
T∏
i=1
c
(
F1(x
i
1; θ), F2(x
i
2; θ); θ
) 2∏
j
fj(x
i
j ; θ),
• and omputing the log-likelihood L(θ) yields to:
L(θ) =
T∑
i=1
log c
(
F1(x
i
1; θ), F2(x
i
2; θ); θ
)
+
T∑
i=1
2∑
j=1
log fj(x
i
j ; θ). (5.1)
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This method estimates θ by nding the value of θ that maximises L(θ). The value of θ is then
performed through the following MLE estimator:
θˆ = argmax
θ
L(θ). (5.2)
5.2 Inferene Funtion for Margin (IFM)
For purpose of algorithm implementation when the number of parameters is large, the IFM is
mostly applied. Instead of using MLE to estimate in one step the parameter θ, one an use the
Inferene Funtion for Margin (IFM) method; for more disussion about this method see [21℄.
Basially it is a two steps method:
First step: One estimates parameters θj (often a vetor of parameters) for eah margin funtion.
The likelihood, the log-likelihood and the estimator of θj are suessively
Lj(θj) =
T∏
i=1
fj(x
i
j ; θj) , j = 1, 2
Lj(θj) = log Lj(θj) =
T∑
i=1
log fj(x
i
j ; θj).
θˆj = argmax
θj
Lj(θj) for j = 1, 2. (5.3)
Seond step: Estimate the parameter θc of the joint density funtion
L(θc, θˆ1, θˆ2) =
T∑
i=1
log f(xi1, x
i
2; θˆ1, θˆ2, θc)
Now the IFM estimator of θc is
θˆc = argmax
θc
L(θc, θˆ1, θˆ2). (5.4)
To look how those methods work; one ould assume that the two marginal funtions are nor-
mals with known parameters, and that the bivariate distribution is also Gaussian with another
known parameter. From those true parameters, one ould then generate a Gaussian opula data.
From both MLE and IFM, ompute the estimate parameters and ompare to the original true
parameters. This ould be done using a omparison table and also through several senarios with
any other bivariate distribution funtions. See [37℄ for a full treatment of these topis, and easy
implementation for MLE and IFM methods, or to set up a table omparison between MLE and
IFM for dierent opulas families.
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5.3 Bayesian Approah
As in the MLE approah, if we have a set of samples {xi1, xi2} for i = 1, . . . , T for whih we have
hosen a parametri opula family c(x | θ) and a likelihood funtion
f(x | θ) =
T∏
i=1
c
(
F1(x
i
1 | θ), F2(xi2 | θ)
) 2∏
j=1
fj(x
i
j | θ),
and if we also have some prior knowledge on the unknown parameter θ in the form of a prior
probability π(θ), then the Bayesian approah onsists in omputing the posterior probability
f(θ | x) = π(θ)f(x | θ)
f(x)
=
π(θ)f(x | θ)∫
π(θ)f(x | θ) dθ
and then hoosing an estimate for θ from this posterior. The general approah is to hoose an
utility funtion u(θ, θ˜), ompute its expeted value
u¯(θ˜) =
∫
u(θ, θ˜)f(θ | x) dθ
and hoose as a point estimator
θˆ = argmin
θ˜
{
u¯(θ˜)
}
. (5.5)
Interestingly for dierent hoies of u we nd dierent lassial estimators for θ.
The Expeted A Posteriori (EAP) estimation:
u(θ, θ˜) =‖ θ − θ˜ ‖2−→ θˆEAP =
∫
θf(θ | x) dθ.
The Maximum A Posteriori(MAP) estimation:
u(θ, θ˜) = δ(θ − θ˜) −→ θˆMAP = argmax
θ
f(θ | x)
In this seond ase, we an see easily the link with MLE, beause
θˆ = argmax
θ
f(θ | x) = argmax
θ
{L(θ) + log π(θ)} . (5.6)
where L(θ) is the likelihood given in (5.1).
5.4 Choosing The Right Copula
We have seen that opulas provide greater exibility in that they allow us to t any marginals
we like to dierent random variables, and these distributions might dier from one variable to
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another. We might t a normal distribution to one variable and another distribution to the
seond, and then t any opula we like aross the marginals. But one of the great diulty is
to nd the right opula sine there is a huge number of dierent opulas proposed. The range
of parameters for eah given opula family is dierent, then it is diult to make a omparison
between them.
The most used proedure of opula model seletion is the one that has larger likelihood. There is
a omparison between dierent families of opulas (see [32℄), made by omputing the Kullbak-
Leibler distane between opulas with densities c1, c2 and Ec1 the expetation value of c1:
K(c1, c2) = Ec1
[
log
(
c1(u, v)
c2(u, v)
)]
=
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
log
(
c1(u, v)
c2(u, v)
)
c1(u, v) du dv. (5.7)
More preisely for symmetry reasons, the Jereys' divergene measure dened by
J(c1, c2) =
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
(c1(u, v)− c2(u, v)) log
(
c1(u, v)
c2(u, v)
)
du dv, (5.8)
was used, sine
J(c1, c2) = K(c1, c2) +K(c2, c1).
Referring to [17℄ where the Bayesian method to selet the most probable opula family among a
given set is disussed. The prior information of hoie is based on Kendall's tau (τ) measure of
assoiation, dened for ontinuous variables X and Y as
τ(X, Y ) = 4
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
C(u, v)dC(u, v)− 1. (5.9)
As shown by Genest and Makay [13℄, for Arhimedean opulas with generator ϕ
τ(X, Y ) = 4
∫ 1
0
ϕ(t)
ϕ′(t)
dt+ 1. (5.10)
Spearman Rho (ρ) is another measure whih uniquely dependent on the struture of C, but not
on the behaviour of the margins funtion:
ρ(X, Y ) = 12
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
uv dC(u, v)− 3 = 12
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
C(u, v) dv du− 3. (5.11)
Kendall's Tau measure and Spearman Rho take advantage of the lassial Pearson's Rho (or
Pearson produt-moment orrelation) whih reets the degree of linear relationship between two
random variables X ,Y with expeted values E(X) = µX ,E(Y ) = µY and nite nonzero standard
deviations σX ,σY and dened as :
r(X, Y ) =
cov(X, Y )
σXσY
=
E((X − µX)(Y − µY ))
σXσY
,
and we may also write
r(X, Y ) =
E(XY )− E(X)E(Y )√
E(X2)− E2(X) √E(Y 2)− E2(Y ) .
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For any inreasing funtions f and g, we have :
ρ(X, Y ) = ρ(f(X), g(Y )), (5.12)
τ(X, Y ) = τ(f(X), g(Y )) (5.13)
r(X, Y ) 6= r(f(X), g(Y )) (5.14)
For example, the bivariate Gaussian opula with orrelation θ has τ = 2
pi
arcsin θ. There is
also another interesting measure in the theory of extreme value opula [21℄, helping to ompare
dierent opula families, so alled tail dependene measure as we dene below:
Denition 5.1. Let C(u, v) = 1−u−v+C(u, v) be the joint survival funtion for two uniform
(0,1) random variables whose joint distribution funtion is the opula C. If C is suh that
lim
u→1
C(u, u)
1− u = λU exists, then C has an upper tail dependene if λU ∈ (0, 1] and no upper tail
dependene if λU = 0. Similarly, if lim
u→0
C(u, u)
u
= λL exists, then C has an lower tail dependene
if λL ∈ (0, 1] and no lower tail dependene if λL = 0.
Disussion and tehnial way to make a good hoie of opula ould be found also in [7℄. Other
approah of hoosing a suitable opula to model dependene based on exponential family is
proposed reently [23℄.
Denitely  How does one hoose a opula ? , this is one question among many other, asked
by Dr. Mikosh in his paper [28℄, when he is raising doubt on the fundamental basis of Copula's
Theory in omparison with the Theory of Stohasti Proesses.
Prof. Genest answered [11℄:
Model seletion is a broad question for whih a ompletely satisfying answer does
not yet exist, even in the univariate ase. The same strategies an be used here as
in many other modeling exerise, i.e hoies an be guided by model properties and
haraterisations diagnostis tools, ross-validation, preditive, auray , et. Given
that opula modeling is still in a relatively early stage of development, we onur that
muh remains to be done in this regard. For a state-of-art illustration of methodology
urrently available see Genest and Favre [12℄.
6Tomographi Image Reonstrution
Is it possible to see the interior struture of an objet without utting it open ? The answer is
yes if we an expose this objet to a ray (for example X rays) and to measure its interation
with it (for example the X rays radiographies). In this setion, we give an introdution to this
important subjet of imaging sienes whih helps to solve the previous problem and muh more
arising from dierent area of siene. There is a long list of researh domain where tomography
tehnique is applied, for example in arhaeology, biology, geophysis, oeanography, materials
siene, medial imaging, astrophysis.
6.1 Tomography tehnique
More modern variations of tomography involve gathering projetion data from multiple diretions
and feeding the data into a tomographi reonstrution software algorithm proessed by a om-
puter. Dierent types of signal aquisition an be used in similar alulation algorithms in order
to reate a tomographi image. There are several types of tomography tehnique assoiated to
a spei physial phenomenon. The following table give a list of some methods mostly used:
Physial phenomenon Type of tomography
X-rays X-rays Computed tomography (CT)
gamma rays Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography(SPECT)
eletron-positron annihilation Positron Emission Tomography (PET)
nulear magneti resonane Magneti Resonane Imaging( MRI)
ultrasound Medial sonography (ultrasonography)
eletrons 3D Transmission Eletron Mirosopy (TEM)
In our ase, we fous on X-rays Computerized Tomography (CT) whih used x-ray, through the
Radon transform. In Mediine for example, Computed tomography (CT) is a diagnosti proedure
that uses speial x-ray equipment to obtain ross-setional images of the body. The CT omputer
displays these pitures as detailed image of organs, bones, and other tissues. This proedure is
also alled CT sanning, omputerized tomography, or omputerized axial tomography (CAT).
One vital appliation is the diagnosti of aner; CT is used in several ways:
• To detet or onrm the presene of a tumor;
• To provide information about the size and loation of the tumor and whether it has spread;
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• To guide a biopsy (the removal of ells or tissues for examination under a mirosope);
• To help plan radiation therapy or surgery; and
• To determine whether the aner is responding to treatment.
There are also dierent geometrial view about the objet. The representation an be in 2D, 3D
(stati tomography) or 4D when adding time parameter, leading to a dynami tomography (4D
model representation is used also as a heart model in Radiology).
6.2 Computerized Tomography and Radon Transform
The simplest and easiest way to visualise this method is the lassial system of parallel projetion,
where the data to be olleted as onsidered to be a series of parallel rays, at position r, aross
a projetion at angle θ. This is repeated for various angles.
PSfrag replaements
s y
dl
x
pθ(r)
r
r
θ
f(x,y)
Detetor
Soure
Figure 1 : Parallel beam geometry
Basially the idea of the X-ray CT is to get images of the interior struture of an objet by X-
raying the objet from many dierent diretions. X rays go in straight lines inside the body and
its energy is attenuated more and less depending on the density of the matter in his trajetory.
Attenuation ours exponentially in tissue :
I(r) = I0 exp
(
−
∫
Lr,θ
f(x, y) dl
)
, (6.1)
where f is the attenuation oeient at position (x, y) along the ray path and
Lr,θ = {x, y : r = x cos θ + y sin θ} .
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So the simplest model relating the log ratio ln(I/I0) of the observed energy I with emitted energy
I0 to the spatial spatial distribution f of the body is a line integral:
pθ (r) = − ln(I/I0) =
∫
Lr,θ
f(x, y) dl. (6.2)
Therefore generally the total attenuation
1 pθ(r) of a ray at position r, on the projetion at angle
θ, is given by the line integral (6.2).
6.2.1 Forward problem
The forward problem is the one dealing with the mathematial expression of the projetions.
Given f(x, y) nd the projetions pθ(r) where θ ∈ [0, π] .
This is a well-posed problem. Aording to what we mentioned earlier, in the situation when the
densities funtion f is known for all positions (x, y), the projetions are given by :
Radon R : pθ(r) =
∫∫
R2
f(x, y) δ(r− x cos θ − y sin θ) dx dy. (6.3)
The relation (6.3) is known as the Radon Transform (or sinogram) of the 2D objet f(x, y),
onsists of X-ray projetions along all possible lines in the plane. Eah line has a spei diretion
and eah diretion is uniquely identied by the angle θ.
δ is the Dira's delta funtion dened as : δ(t) = 0, for t 6= 0, and∫ ∞
−∞
δ(t) = 1.
The Dira's delta funtion has the fundamental nie property that:∫
f(r) δ(r− r0) dr = f(r0).
Geometri transformation
If we denote with (x, y) for Cartesian oordinates. And we dene (r, s)θ as the Cartesian oordi-
nates through rotating (x, y) by an angle θ along the ounterlokwise diretion (see Figure 1 ).
The transformation between those two oordinates an be desribed by the following relations:(
r
s
)
=
(
cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ
)(
x
y
)
.
For any funtion ζ(x, y), the transformation
ζθ(r, s) = ζ(r cos θ − s sin θ, r sin θ + s cos θ)
denotes the same funtion in the oordinates (r, s)θ.
1
for ontinuous value of θ in 0 ≤ θ ≤ pi and varying r within 0 ≤ r <∞, we will denote pθ(r) by p(r, θ)
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6.2.2 Reonstrution problem
Using the result for the relation (6.3) we give the typial problem of image reonstrution. The
problem is to estimate a multivariate funtion f(x, y) from its line integrals pθ(r), that is alled
an inverse problem and an be formulated in the following ways:
Given pθ(r) for dierent θ ∈ [0, π] nd f(x, y).
It is the same problem, when given the Radon transform (or projetions) of a unknown objet,
and trying to nd the objet.
The projetion-slie theorem tells us that if we had an innite number of one-dimensional pro-
jetions of an objet taken at an innite number of angles, we ould perfetly reonstrut the
original objet.
One obvious solution is to nd the analyti expression of the inverse of the Radon transform.
Inverse Radon R−1 : f(x, y) = 1
2π2
∫ pi
0
∫ ∞
0
∂
∂r
p(r, θ)
(r − x cos θ − y sin θ)dr dθ. (6.4)
In polar oordinates
Inverse Radon R−1 : f(x, y) = f(ξ cos φ, ξ sinφ) = 1
2π2
∫ pi
0
∫ ∞
0
∂
∂r
p(r, θ)
(ξ cos(θ − φ)− r)dr dθ.
The book [26℄ page 108, present the proof given by Radon himself from [33℄ about the inversion
of the Radon Transform in R2 and further results.
However, the inverse of Radon transform proves to be extremely unstable with respet to noisy
data. In pratie, a stabilised and disretized version of the inverse Radon transform is used,
known as the ltered bakprojetion algorithm whih we desribed below.
6.3 Analytial Methods
6.3.1 Bakprojetion and Filtered Bakprojetion
Let us remind briey some operators used to express the formula of the bakprojetion and
the ltered bakprojetion. For more detail about this approah, see the book Priniples of
Computerized Tomographi Imaging  [22℄.
Denition 6.1. The Fourier transform (FT) of a funtion f(x) ∈ C, x ∈ (−∞,∞) is dened
as
F : F (ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
f(x)e−jωx dx,
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and the inverse Fourier transform (IFT) is given by
F−1 : f(x) = 1
2π
∫ ∞
−∞
F (ω)ejωx dω.
Conditions for the existene of the Fourier transform are ompliated to state in general[2℄, but
it is suient for f(x) to be absolutely integrable, i.e., ‖ f ‖1 ,
∫ ∞
−∞
|f(x)| dx < ∞. This re-
quirement an be stated as f ∈ L1(R) meaning that f belongs to the set of all funtions having
a nite L1-Norm.
It is similarly suient for f(x) to be square integrable, ‖ f ‖22 ,
∫ ∞
−∞
|f(x)|2 dx <∞.
More generally, it sues to show f ∈ Lp for 1 ≤ p ≤ 2.
Denition 6.2. The Hilbert transform is a linear operator whih takes a funtion, s(t), to
another funtion, H(s)(t), with the same domain. In signal proessing, this operator is used to
derive the analyti representation of a signal s(t). The exat denition of the Hilbert Transform
using the Cauhy prinipal value (denoted here by p.v.) is
H : s˜(t) = p.v. 1
π
∫ ∞
−∞
s(τ)
t− τ dτ . (6.5)
Computationally one an write the Hilbert transform as the onvolution:
H : s˜(t) = 1
πt
∗ s(t). (6.6)
whih by the onvolution theorem of Fourier transforms
2
, may be evaluated as the produt of the
transform of s(τ) with −i sgn(τ), where:
sgn(τ) =

+1, if τ > 0
0, if τ = 0
−1, if τ < 0.
Therefore to get f(x, y) bak, from (6.3) means nding the inverse Radon transform using the
bakprojetion (BP) or the ltered bakprojetion methods, the above operators are applied.
The bakprojetion operator is dened as
Bakprojetion B: b(x, y) = 1
2π
∫ pi
0
p(x cos θ + y sin θ, θ) dθ.
Instead of dealing diretly with the expression (6.4), one omputes the inverse of the Radon
transform sequentially using the following steps:
2
The Fourier transform of a onvolution is the produt of the Fourier transforms
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Derivative D: p(r, θ) = ∂p(r, θ)
∂r
Hilbert Transform H: p˜(r′, θ) = 1
π
∫ ∞
0
p(r, θ)
(r − r′) dr
Bakprojetion B: f(x, y) = 1
2π
∫ pi
0
p˜(x cos θ + y sin θ, θ) dθ.
The model of the bakprojetion is then dened as:
f(x, y) = B HD p(r, θ). (6.7)
Filtered Bakprojetion (FBP)
PSfrag replaements
F (ω)
sgn(ω)ωF (ω) = |ω|F (ω)
ωF (ω)FT
FT
FT
D
H
f(x)
f˜(x)
∂f
∂x
From the above table where we desribe the relationship between D, FT and H, dening:
F : P (ω, θ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
p(r, θ)e−jωr dr.
Therefore the properties between D, FT, H yields to
P (ω, θ) = ωp(ω, θ),
and
P˜ (ω, θ) = sgn(ω)ω P (ω, θ) = |ω|P (ω, θ).
We have demonstrated the following model of the ltered bakprojetion (FBP)ommonly used
in X-ray CT,
p(r,θ)−→ FTF −→
Filter
|ω| −→
IFT
F−1
ep(r,θ)−→ BakprojetionB
f(x,y)−→
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whih an be rewritten as:
f(x, y) = B F−1 |ω| F p(r, θ). (6.8)
Notie that * denotes a 2D onvolution, it is also shown that:
Bakprojetion B: b(x, y) = 1√
x2 + y2
∗ f(x, y).
In polar oordinates
Bakprojetion B: b(ξ, φ) = 1|ξ| ∗ f(ξ, φ).
7Bridging the gap between Copula and
Tomography
After having reviewed opulas and tomography outlined in the previous hapter, we are now able
to desribe our mathematial approah to the problem of tomographi image reonstrution in
more detail. We onsider only the ase of two projetions: horizontal θ = 0 and vertial θ = π/2.
7.1 Horizontal and vertial projetions
I
PSfrag replaements
f(x,y)
f1(x)
θ = 0
θ = pi
2
f2(y)
Figure 2 : Horizontal and vertial projetions
The partiular ase where we have only two projetions θ = 0 (horizontal) and θ = π/2 (vertial).
We substitute in (6.3) to obtain:
θ = 0, p0(r) =
∫∫
f(x, y)δ(r − x) dx dy
θ =
π
2
, ppi/2(r) =
∫∫
f(x, y)δ(r− y) dx dy.
(7.1)
36
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Forward problem: Inverse problem:
Given f(x, y) nd f1(x) and f2(y) Given f1(x) and f2(y) nd f(x, y)
If now, we denote p0 = f1 and ppi/2 = f2 the following relation also holds:
θ = 0, f1 (x) =
∫
R
f(x, y) dy
θ =
π
2
, f2 (y) =
∫
R
f(x, y) dx.
(7.2)
It is important to point out that projetions(7.1) are theoretially the same as marginal distri-
butions (7.2) if we assume the positivity and normalisation. This result in the general ase was
shown by Cramér and Wold in 1936, when they inverted the Radon Transform in the ontext of
mathematial statistis(see [4℄).
Now we learly identity the following situation as an inverse problem typially ill-posed:
Given f1(x) and f2(y) nd f(x, y).
In fat one of the three onditions for a well-posed problem suggested by the Frenh mathemati-
ian Jaques Hadamard (existene, uniqueness, stability of the solution) is not satised [15℄.
It is lear that given f1(x) and f2(y), there are innitely many solutions for f(x, y).
If we look at the Bakprojetion(BP) solution and the Filtered Bakprojetion(FBP) solu-
tion, for θ = 0 and θ = π/2, we have
f(x, y) =
1
2π
∫ pi
0
f1(x cos θ + y sin θ, θ)dθ
≈
1
2
(f1(x) + f2(y)) .
This implies that the BP solution, resulting from the trapezoidal rule is:
f̂(x, y) =
1
2
(f1(x) + f2(y)) . (7.3)
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And the FBP solution is:
f̂(x, y) =
1
2
∫ ∞
0
∂f1
∂x
(x′)
x′ − x dx
′ +
1
2
∫ ∞
0
∂f2
∂y
(y′)
y′ − y dy
′,
whih an also be implemented in the Fourier domain as
f̂(x, y) =
1
2
∫
R
| ω1 | f1(ω1)ej ω1 x dω1 + 1
2
∫
R
| ω2 | f2(ω2)ej ω2 y dω2. (7.4)
7.2 Looking at Inverse problem in a dierent way
Let us onsider the following problem in a dierent way. Between all the solution whih satised
the onstraints
C1:
∫
f(x, y) dy = f1(x)
C2:
∫
f(x, y) dx = f2(y)
C3:
∫ ∫
f(x, y) dx dy = 1.
Choose the one whih minimise a riterion Ω(f) suh as:
Ω1(f) =
∫∫
| f(x, y) |2 dx dy
Ω2(f) =
∫ ∫
−f(x, y) ln(f(x, y)) dx dy.
Interestingly, if we hoose Ω1(f) we obtain the Bakprojetion solution
fˆ(x, y) = f1(x) + f2(y) (7.5)
and if we hoose Ω2(f) we obtain
fˆ(x, y) =
1
Z
exp(−f1(x)) exp(−f2(y)), (7.6)
where Z is a onstant suh that C3 is satised.
If we hoose to minimise
Ω3(f) =
∫ ∫ (
f(x, y) ln
(
f(x, y)
f1(x)f2(y)
)
− f(x, y)
)
dx dy
we obtain
fˆ(x, y) = f1(x)f2(y). (7.7)
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The above ways to look at the same tomographi image problem, we have disussed is based on
information entropy. We have used the method of Lagrange multipliers
1
(denoted Lg) to optimise
the solution under riteria Ω1 (denoted the L2 −Norm), Ω2 (denoted the Shannon Entropy).
We have also sat the riterion Ω3 by modifying the KullBak-Leibler distane in order to obtain
(7.7).
From those preliminary result, we onlude also that the notion of entropy gives some solution
we have already found and we will nd in the next setion about opula
2
.
7.3 Simulation Results Using Copula
Those results we propose in this setion are a starting point for further researh in this area.
In X-ray CT, if we have a large number of projetions uniformly distributed without noise in [0, π]
angles, the BP and the FBP are good solutions to the inverse problem. But when we have a few
number of projetions, BP and FBP images felt to be suient solutions Figure 7.1.
The denition and the notion of opula give us the possibility to propose another way to look at
X-ray CT method.
Let rst onsider the ase of two projetions. In this ase, immediately, we an propose a rst use
whih orrespond to the opula Π. We all this method Multipliative Bakprojetion (MBP).
This name omes naturally if we ompare the two equations (7.3) and (7.8). In pratie however,
we have to normalise eah projetion in suh a way that they an be assimilated to a pdf.
MBP:
f(x, y) = f1(x) f2(y) (7.8)
Figure7.3 shows two examples of omparisons between BP and MBP on a few simulated ase.
As we an see with only two projetions, there is not any hope to reonstrut a omplex shape
objet. We need more projetions.
Now let us have a loser look at expression (2.17), in an attempt to nd a simple expression of
f(x, y) and to extend (7.8). We need one more important property of opula.
Invariane property
The dependene aptured by a opula is invariant with respet to inreasing and ontinuous
transformations Λ of the marginal distributions [34℄. This means that the same opula may be
used for, the joint distribution of (X1, X2) as (Λ(X1),Λ(X2)) or (lnX1, lnX2), and thus whether
the marginals are expressed in terms of natural units or logarithmi values does not aet the
opula.
1Lg(f, λi) = λ1Ωj(f) + λ2
„
f1(x)−
Z
f(x, y) dy
«
+ λ3
„
f2(y) −
Z
f(x, y) dy
«
+ λ4
„
1−
ZZ
f(x, y) dx dy
«
where i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and j = 1, 2, 3 then solve
∂Lg(f, λi)
∂f
= 0 and
∂Lg(f, λi)
∂λi
= 0 to nd λi.
2
ompare eq.(7.7) to eq.(7.8); and also eq.(7.5) to eq.(7.3)
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Original f(x, y) BP: 128 projetions BP: 2 projetions
Original f(x, y) FBP: 128 projetions FBP: 2 projetions
Figure 7.1: BP and FBP: using 128 and 2 projetions.
The general ase and extension of (7.8) using the invariane property an be formally written as:
General MBP:
f(x, y) = f1(x) f2(y) c(x, y). (7.9)
• Choose any opula density c(x, y) (one of the list we have given)
• Normalise eah projetion in suh a way to satisfy pθ(r) ≥ 0 and
∫
pθ(r) dr = 1.
• For eah projetion, ompute a bakprojeted image, and just multiply them pointwise, in
plae of adding them up.
Some few results from the opula-tomography pakage (see Appendix A) to simulate dierent
methods of tomographi images reonstrution (BP, FBP, MBP and muh more in future) are
shown in the next setion.
From equation(7.9) we have generated f(x, y), then we ompute the two marginal funtions f1
and f2. Our reonstrution used a test based on hoie of opulas densities c(x, y).
There is a omparative result from only 5 projetions in Figure 7.3 between BP and MBP.
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We learly observe that, in this partiular example of simulation using one Gaussian pdf
3
and
four Gaussians pdf's
4
as original image to be reonstruted; the originate(s) Gaussian(s) are
reonstruted but having small variane(s).
3
see Figure 7.3 a), b) and )
4
see Figure 7.3 g), h) and i)
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Original f(x, y) BP f̂(x, y) MBP f̂(x, y)
Original f(x, y) BP f̂(x, y) MBP f̂(x, y)
Original f(x, y) BP f̂(x, y) MBP f̂(x, y)
Figure 7.2: BP and MBP on three syntheti examples: using only 2 projetions.
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a)Original f(x, y) b) BP f̂(x, y) ) MBP f̂(x, y)
d)Original f(x, y) e)BP f̂(x, y) f)MBP f̂(x, y)
g)Original f(x, y) h)BP f̂(x, y) i)MBP f̂(x, y)
Figure 7.3: BP and MBP on three syntheti examples: using 05 projetions.
8Conlusion
In this report, we have started an other mathematial approah from the theory of opula whih
ould be used in tomography. The main ontribution of this report is to nd a link between the
notion of opulas in statistis and X-ray CT. For this, rst we have presented briey the bivariate
opulas and the image reonstrution problem in CT. We have also implemented a Matlab ode
for opula and lassial tomography method in order to simulate an image reonstrution and
then present some preliminary result.
We ould make a link between the two problems of
i) determining a joint bivariate pdf from its two marginals and
ii) the CT image reonstrution from only two horizontal and vertial projetions, by emphasising
that in both ases, we have the same inverse problem of determining a bivariate funtion (an
image) from the line integrals.
There are learly many questions that we have left unanswered, among those questions we draw
attention to:
1) the way to develop a strong statistial framework and methods inluding mixture of opulas
and taking aount of parameters in order to reonstrut with auray any ompliated shape
of objets,
2) how to hoose and/or onstrut a new family of opula having a nie property for image
reonstrution.
Further researh may be undertaken in order to deepen understanding the relation between opula
and tomography for appliations. Nevertheless, we hope we have managed to give the reader
some useful insight into, and sparked their interest in this disussion situated in the border of
statistial mathematis and the fasinating area of imaging sienes.
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Appendix A
Tomography-opula pakage
Here is a short desription of the pakage we have written using Matlab whih allows users to
simulate a tomographi image reonstrution via a wide range of opula family and mixture of
Gaussians pdf's. We hope that this pakage (still under development) will help to enjoy the joy
of opula in tomography.
Figure A.1: Menu showing BP simulation: 4 Gaussians mixtures
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A.1 How it works
A.1.1 Menu
The main menu is titled : Copulas Tomography
It gives a user interfae that allows to make seletions and hoies from the following preset lists:
1. Simulate data f(x, y), f1(x) and f2(y)
2. Bak-Projetion (BP): fh(x, y) = f1(x) + f2(y)
3. Filtered BP (FBP): fh(x, y) = df1(x) + df2(y)
4. Multipliative BP (MBP): fh(x, y) = f1(x).f2(y)
5. Multipliative FBP (MFBP): fh(x, y) = df1(x).df2(y)
6. Mixture of Gaussians tting
7. fh(x, y) = f1(x).f2(y).c(x, y)
8. Quit
A.1.2 Menu List
Let us explain eah part of the previous list:
1. Simulate data f(x, y), f1(x) and f2(y)
In fat, this list is a pop-up menu whih ontains a group of ve hoies in its own window.
Those hoies are related to the kind of data to be simulated. Those data represent f(x, y),
the original image. We oer to the user the hoie between one Gaussian or two to nine
mixture of Gaussians. After the seletion of the data, liking on quit will lose the
pop-up menu and allow the user to return to the main menu.
2. Bak-Projetion (BP): fh(x, y) = f1(x) + f2(y)
This list oers a visualisation of the reonstrution using Bak-Projetion method. fh(x, y)
is the image reonstruted.
3. Filtered BP (FBP): fh(x, y) = df1(x) + df2(y)
This list oers a visualisation of the reonstrution using Filtered Bak-Projetion method.
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4. Multipliative BP (MBP): fh(x, y) = f1(x).f2(y)
This list oers a visualisation of the tomographi image reonstrution using Multipliative
Bak-Projetion method.
5. Multipliative FBP (MFBP) fh(x, y) = df1(x).df2(y)
This list oers a visualisation of the reonstrution using Multipliative Filtered Bak-
Projetion method.
6. Mixture of Gaussians tting
Soure ode under development.
7. fh(x, y) = f1(x).f2(y).c(x, y)
Clik on this list of the main menu yields to a large number of opula family c(x, y) to
reonstrut the original objet. We oer the reonstrution through Arhimedean families
of opula, disrete opula and muh more. One ould also add many other families of
opulas.
8. Quit : To exit from the main menu.
Appendix B
How do opulas look like ?
Here are some graphial representation of opulas, we have disussed in this report. We remind in
2D ase, that F1(x) and F2(y) are the marginal umulative distribution funtions (df's) related
to joint df F (x, y) and the marginal probability density funtions f1(x) and f2(y) are linked to
their joint probability density funtion f(x, y) via the horizontal and vertial line integrals.
We have also c(x, y) for the opula pdf, to be distinguished from the opula df C(x, y) (with
apital letter C).
F (x, y),F1(x),F2(y) f(x, y) with f1(x) and f2(y) C(x, y) ontours plot
c(x, y) ontours plot C(x, y) mesh plot c(x, y) mesh plot
Figure B.1: Gumbel opula with α = 1.1.
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F (x, y),F1(x),F2(y) f(x, y) with f1(x) and f2(y) C(x, y) ontours plot
c(x, y) ontours plot C(x, y) mesh plot c(x, y) mesh plot
Figure B.2: Clayton opula with α = −0.1.
F (x, y) with F1(x) and F2(y) f(x, y) with f1(x) and f2(y) C(x, y) ontours plot
c(x, y) ontours plot C(x, y) mesh plot c(x, y) mesh plot
Figure B.3: Ali-Mikhail-Haq opula with α = −1.
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F (x, y),F1(x),F2(y) f(x, y) with f1(x) and f2(y) C(x, y) ontours plot
c(x, y) ontours plot C(x, y) mesh plot c(x, y) mesh plot
Figure B.4: Frank opula with α = 0.1.
F (x, y),F1(x),F2(y) f(x, y) with f1(x) and f2(y) C(x, y) ontours plot
c(x, y) ontours plot C(x, y) mesh plot c(x, y) mesh plot
Figure B.5: Gaussian opula with ρ = 0.1.
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F (x, y),F1(x),F2(y) f(x, y) with f1(x) and f2(y) C(x, y) ontours plot
c(x, y) ontours plot C(x, y) mesh plot c(x, y) mesh plot
Figure B.6: Farlie-Gumbel-Morgenstern family with α = 0.5
F (x, y),F1(x),F2(y) f(x, y) with f1(x) and f2(y) C(x, y) ontours plot
c(x, y) ontours plot C(x, y) mesh plot c(x, y) mesh plot
Figure B.7: Copula with ubi setion with α = 1 and β = 0.
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